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TUMOR THERAPY EVALUATION
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E. Pedroni, U. Roelcke

The aim of this program is to acquire data in order to evaluate the advantages of the proton spot scan
technique compared to other forefront radiotherapy procedures, and to integrate the diagnostic and thera-
peutic possibilities of the life science department for human cancer therapy by testing it in veterinary ra-
dio-oncology.

INTRODUCTION

In September 1994 the first dog patient was treated
with protons on the gantry within the framework of the
experimental tumor therapy program. In the two years
since then 7 animals had been irradiated in total, be-
fore the first human patient was irradiated in Decem-
ber 1996. Six of these animals are still alive. One of
the nasal tumor cases recurred and had to be eutha-
nized after 15 months. Another one is still living with a
relapse.

In parallel to the PSI treatments, irradiation of pet
animals on the betatron at the Institute of Medical
Radiobiology (IMR) has been continued. The referral
rate at present is fairly constant (Fig. 1) due partly to
the limited capacity of the group and the logistical
difficulties in connection with the electron therapy
facility. This referral rate is sufficiently high to offer the
necessary selection of cases for studies at the proton
gantry.

Determination of tumor characteristics has been con-
tinued with flow cytometric measurements of single
cells as well as at the tissue level by PET imaging.
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Fig. 1: Referral rate of dogs and cats in animals per
month to the spontaneous animal tumor pro-
gram at the veterinary clinic in Zurich.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

The last two years were characterized by extensive
testing of the spot scanning technique. The selection
of cases was primarily governed by the desire to

visually inspect the entrance region of the proton
beam as well as the distal fall off.

The goal of this initial phase was to test the feasibility
of the entire procedure. All but one of the dogs were
treated with a single vertical beam with an energy of
177 MeV. One dog (pituitary adenoma boost) was
treated with two ports as a preparation for a possible
two port irradiation of the first human patient. To
minimize the beam time necessary on the gantry only
five of the eleven fractions of this dog were given with
protons, the others with electrons.

A main area of testing was the positioning and fixation
of the patient (table 1). By 1996 it was possible to
position the patient in the preparation room, check the
positioning on the computer tomograph (CT) and then
transfer the patient on the moulage into the treatment
room. The positioning was verified on the gantry using
lasers and taking radiographs. Port films were used to
document the irradiation for each fraction.

Tumor doubling times in cats and dogs were investi-
gated using non-radioactive bromodeoxy-uridine
(BrdUrd) administered intravenously 4-6 hours prior to
tumor-biopsy excision. Tumor cells in S-phase (the
period of DNA synthesis) of their growth cycle incor-
porate the thymidine analogue, BrdUrd, into their
DNA. The technique involves determination of both
the fraction of tumor cells replicating their DNA
(labeling index) and the average length of the S-phase
(Ts). From these two parameters, the potential dou-
bling time (Tpot) of the tumor can be determined. Fast
Tpot values are associated with poor clinical response
due to excessive tumor growth even during fraction-
ated radiotherapy. For six patients, in addition to the
analysis of the mitotic activity in biopsies, a positron
emission tomography (PET) study was performed with
76BrdUrd to determine the spatial distribution of the
DNA synthesizing cells before proton radiotherapy,
U. Roelcke et.al. The values will be compared with the
flow cytometric measurements made on the biopsy.

RESULTS

All except one of the planned proton treatments could
be given. One animal (No. 82) had to be given one
fraction by electrons due to accelerator problems.
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Table 1: Patient selection oncology, giving an early warning if these tissues are

Pat.

36

71
82

107
173
178
184

The

No. Location

left distal hind
limb
left perianal
left upper jaw
right nose
left nose
brain (pituitary)
left nose

fixation and

Histology

infiltrative lipoma

myxo-fibrosarcoma
fibrosarcoma
undifferent.sarcoma
carcinoma
none
squamous cell ca.

Tpot

30.67 d
18.42 d

-
2.42 d

-
62.05 d

positioning of the patients has
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Table 2

Pat.No.

36
71
82

107
173
178
184

: Treatment parameters

Start Duration

29.8.94
27.3.95
15.5.96
21.8.95
31.7.96
16.9.96

14.10.96

days

16
26
26
26
27
22
26

No. of
P

10
11
11
13
14
5

14

e

1

6

fx
total

10
11
12
13
14
11
14

Total dose
CGE

36.0
40.5
42.0
45.5
49.0
38.5
49.0

gradually improved. Great progress has been
achieved by using a bite block for patients treated for
tumors in the head.
Problems were encountered with in-vivo dosimetry.
lonization chambers were often too large to be posi-
tioned in the target area, which frequently was the
nasal cavity. Thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD)
were tested for their ionization density dependence at
the end of the proton range as well as for the repro-
ducibility of their reading. Problems were encountered
with the calibration factor which was history depend-
ent, and made the in-vivo readings unsatisfactory.

The setup procedure for proton therapy is still time
consuming, which is reflected in the long anaesthesia
periods for each fraction, which varied for the last
animal in 1996 between 50 min. and 170 min. with an
average of 81.5 min. for a net treatment time of ap-
prox. 8 min.

None of the dogs developed severe late reactions
during the observation period. The reactions of the
skin and the mucosa, in the proximal and distal region
of the treatment volume, did not indicate a signifi-
cantly different relative biological efficiency (RBE) for
stopping protons delivered with high dose rate.

Two of the dogs displayed relapses in the treatment
volume. This was not unexpected as the tumor doses
were well below the doses given in human radio-
oncology for comparable indications.

The program was started with a low dose of 36 CGE
(Cobalt Gray equivalent), table 2. A dose escalation
program has been initiated as no indication of unto-
ward reactions have been observed. The skin reaction
observed on the first animal as well as the skin or
mucosa reactions of the later patients did not indicate
that the doses were close to tolerance. For compari-
sons with human radio-oncology, using 2 Gy per frac-
tion (fx), the linear quadratic model was used with
values for a/fi of 10 for tumor and acute responding
normal tissues and 2 for late normal tissue reaction.
The tumor doses given translated to a range of 39 to
55 Gy, which is low compared to 60 Gy and more
usually given for curative therapy. For late normal
tissue reactions the doses given correspond to 57 to
80 Gy which is at the higher end in human radio-

A large spectrum of Tpot values were observed for
epithelial and mesenchymal tumors in both cats and
dogs. No significant trend between Ts and Tpot was
observed. However, a highly significant trend was
observed between the labeling index and the Tpot.
These findings suggest alternative approaches to
tumor growth-rate determinations based on non-
invasive methods of measuring labeling index are
feasible, such as PET examinations of tumors incor-
porating positron-emitting radiolabeled thymidine
analogues. The last dog treated in 1996 with protons
on the gantry (No. 184) was the first to have com-
bined labeling index, Tpot and PET before radiother-
apy.

OUTLOOK

The dose escalation program for nasal tumors is a
model to determine the advantage of three dimen-
sional proton radiotherapy in treatment of these tu-
mors. In the frame of a veterinary doctoral thesis dose
distributions for protons and photons are compared.
On the basis of model calculations of normal tissue
complication probability (NTCP) and tumor control
probability (TCP) the optimal dose to the target vol-
ume is determined. The calculations will be compared
to the results of the dose escalation program. The
experience gained in this study will serve as a basis
for the planning of dose escalation programs for hu-
mans. The nasal tumors in dogs are considered an
ideal model for this test, as with photons it was not
possible up to now to deliver a high enough dose to
the tumor tissue without severe normal tissue reac-
tions, mainly brain necrosis (Thrall 93).
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